Colloidal interactions between particles in a dispersion can be tuned by grafting polymeric chains onto the surface of the particles. The affinity between the polymeric chains and the continuous-phase liquid controls the strength of these interactions. In our system the polymerliquid affinity is strongly influenced by temperature, and as a result, dramatic changes occur in the dispersion microstructure on heating. The system is an aqueous dispersion of polystyrene ͑PS͒ particles bearing grafted poly͑ethylene oxide͒ ͑PEO͒ chains of low molecular weight ͑ ϳ 2000͒. At room temperature, water is a good solvent for PEO chains, and the dispersion is a stable, low-viscosity sol. As temperature is increased, water becomes a progressively worse solvent for PEO. Beyond a temperature T c there is a sharp transition in microstructure from a stable sol to a volume-filling gel. The sol-gel transition is reversible and the transition temperature T c can be pinpointed using tan ␦ versus temperature plots. Remarkably, T c is more than 100°C lower than the temperature for PEO ͑2000͒ in water, i.e., the gelation occurs under significantly better-thanconditions. T c is independent of particle concentration, but is strongly influenced by the graft density of PEO chains on the particles. The higher the graft density, the higher the T c for gelation; conversely, at very low graft density, the samples are gels even at room temperature. Above T c , the elastic modulus (G Ј ) of the gels reveals a power law dependence with particle volume fraction ͑͒, i.e., G Ј ϰ n . The power law exponent n is independent of the PEO graft density, implying that the various gels have a similar microstructure. We suggest that gelation is the result of a weak secondary minimum in the interparticle potential that can develop in the case of short stabilizing moieties and moderate solvent conditions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Control of colloidal dispersion stability is of great importance for a variety of applications including food products, oil recovery, and coatings. Colloidal particles inherently tend to flocculate due to attractive van der Waals forces, and one way to counteract this is by grafting polymeric chains to the surface of the particles. The polymeric chains provide a steric barrier to flocculation, thus giving rise to a stabilized dispersion ͑sol͒ ͓Russel et al. ͑1989͔͒. An important variable, however, is the solvent quality of the dispersion medium for the stabilizing chains. Stability is ensured only if the medium is a good solvent for the chains; on the contrary, if solvency is sufficiently diminished, the particles may flocculate. A link between particle flocculation and the point for the polymer-solvent pair is now firmly established for stabilizing chains of high molecular weight ( Ͼ 10 4 ) and at high surface coverage ͓Napper ͑1977͔͒.
Our focus is on a disperse system in which the affinity between solvent and stabilizing chains is strongly influenced by temperature. The system is an aqueous dispersion of polystyrene ͑PS͒ particles to which we have chemically grafted low molecular-weight poly͑ethylene oxide͒ ͑PEO͒ chains, using a novel urethane linkage to bind the PEO chains to the particle surface ͓Shay ͑1999͔͒. As is well known, increasing the temperature decreases the solvent quality of water for PEO chains, with a closed-loop miscibility gap evidenced in the PEO-water phase diagram ͓Saeki et al. ͑1976͔͒. We study the effects of temperature on our dispersions using rheology and dynamic light scattering ͑DLS͒. Our principal finding is that a sol-gel transition occurs in concentrated systems when heated beyond a critical temperature. Thus, increasing the temperature transforms the sample from a stable, low-viscosity sol to a colloidal gel with a yield stress. The system of PS particles with grafted PEO chains is a popular one in the literature, and the rheology in the stable regime has been studied in detail ͓Prestidge and Tadros ͑1988͒; Ploehn and Goodwin ͑1990͒; Liang et al. ͑1992͔͒. Our focus is on the temperature-induced transition to instability, which despite its unusual nature, has attracted limited attention ͓Liang et al. ͑1993͔͒ . In particular, we use rheology to confirm the presence and conditions of the sol-gel transition, apply the Winter-Chambon criterion ͓Winter and Chambon ͑1986͔͒ to identify the gel point, and probe the origin of this phenomenon in terms of the underlying colloidal forces.
II. EXPERIMENT

A. Synthesis and preparation of latex dispersions
The PS particles with grafted PEO were synthesized by dispersion polymerization. Methyl-endcapped PEO chains (MW ϳ 2000), functionalized with a urethane endgroup, were incorporated into the reaction mixture to allow in situ grafting of the chains to the surfaces of the developing PS latex particles. Further details of the synthesis procedure can be found elsewhere ͓Shay ͑1999͒; Shay et al. ͑2000a, 2000b͔͒ . The particles were in the 250-300 nm range in diameter and were relatively monodisperse. Particles with three different PEO graft densities were synthesized by varying the weight ratio of PEO relative to styrene in the synthesis mixture. The L6, L12, and L24 latexes correspond to 6%, 12%, and 24% respectively, of PEO to styrene by weight. Transmission electron microscopy and proton nuclear magnetic resonance confirm the presence of grafted PEO chains on the surface of the particles, with the density of grafted chains increasing linearly with the above weight ratio. Following synthesis, the latex dispersions were cleaned exhaustively through a series of centrifugations using distilled de-ionized water. Dispersions were subsequently diluted with de-ionized water to the appropriate weight fraction. Volume fractions were calculated using the true density of PS.
B. Rheology
Rheological measurements were performed on a Rheometrics Dynamic Stress Rheometer using a couette fixture. The cell was heated by a reservoir of water circulating from a PolySciences high temperature bath. A solvent trap was used to prevent evaporation from the sample. The system was equilibrated for at least 30 min at each temperature prior to experimentation. Both steady and dynamic rheological experiments were conducted at each temperature.
C. Dynamic light scattering "DLS…
DLS was performed using an argon-ion laser of wavelength 514.5 nm ͑Coherent Innova͒ and a BI-9000 correlator ͑Brookhaven Instruments͒. The measurements were performed in the angular range of 60°-120°͑no angle dependence was generally found͒. Sample temperature was controlled by a circulating water bath. The autocorrelation function was analyzed by the method of cumulants to yield a diffusion coefficient, which was used in conjunction with the Stokes-Einstein relationship to obtain a hydrodynamic radius ͑assuming sphericity͒.
III. RESULTS
Dynamic frequency spectra depicting the elastic (GЈ) and viscous (GЉ) moduli as functions of frequency are shown in Fig. 1 for a representative dispersion of the L12 latex ͑intermediate graft density͒, at a volume fraction ϭ 0.1. Data are shown for temperatures of 25 and 60°C. Dramatic changes in the rheology and microstructure of our dispersions are observed between the two temperatures studied. At 25°C, the dispersion behaves as a low-viscosity fluid, as evidenced by the dominance of the viscous component GЉ over the elastic component GЈ and also the characteristic frequency dependence of the moduli (GЈ ϳ 2 ,GЉ ϳ ). At 60°C, on the other hand, the sample responds in a predominantly elastic fashion, with GЈ exceeding GЉ over the entire frequency range and with both the moduli being independent of frequency. This indicates that the dispersion has been transformed from a nonflocculated sol into a colloidal gel having a samplespanning particulate network structure. To confirm the singular location of the sol-gel transition, we systematically monitored the dynamic rheological behavior over a series of temperatures between 25 and 70°C. This is presented in Fig. 2͑a͒ for the L12 latex ͑moderate graft density͒ and in Fig. 2͑b͒ for the L24 latex ͑high graft density͒ ͑both dispersions are at ϭ 0.1͒. We show only the elastic modulus GЈ since it sufficiently illustrates the evolving microstructure. At low temperatures, each sample is a stable, nonflocculated sol and displays liquid-like rheology (GЈ ϳ 2 ). As temperature is increased, each sample shows a sharp sol-gel transition within a narrow temperature range, as indicated by the shift from a frequencydependent to a frequency-independent GЈ profile. Past the transition, the magnitude of GЈ ͑i.e., the gel modulus͒ continues to rise with temperature.
In the spirit of the Winter-Chambon gel point criterion, we attempted to identify the precise sol-gel transition temperature from the above data ͓Winter and Chambon ͑1986͒;
Coviello and Burchard ͑1992͔͒. For this, the loss tangent tan ␦ ( ϭ GЉ/GЈ) is plotted as a function of temperature for various frequencies ͑Fig. 3͒. As per the above criterion, the point where tan ␦ is independent of frequency is the gel point. We find the constant frequency lines for both samples to have common points of intersection, implying that the systems follow the Winter-Chambon criterion and possess a self-similar structure at the gel point. For the L12 sample ͓Fig. 3͑a͔͒, tan ␦ values merge into a single point at T c Ϸ 49°C which is then the sol-gel transition temperature. For the L24 sample, the sol-gel transition occurs at a higher temperature ͑ Ϸ 57°C͒ ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒. Thus, increasing the graft density increases the transition temperature as well.
Striking changes are also observed under steady-shear rheometry around the sol-gel transition temperature ͑Fig. 4͒. At low temperatures, the L12 sample is a low-viscosity Newtonian fluid, consistent with the dynamic rheological data presented above. Around the sol-gel transition temperature (T c Ϸ 49°C), there is a rise in the low-shear viscosity along with the appearance of shear thinning at higher shear rates. At even higher temperatures, the sample develops a yield stress ͑as indicated by a slope of Ϫ1 in the log-log plot of viscosity versus shear rate͒. These changes indicate the formation of flocs in the sample around T c and their eventual development into a colloidal network.
Varying the particle concentration has little effect on T c , as found by comparing dispersions of L24 at different volume fractions between 0.03 and 0.27 ͑Fig. 5͒. At a temperature of 55°C (T Ͻ T c ) the samples show practically identical values of the frequency-dependent GЈ. In each case, the sol-gel transition is complete at 60°C, consistent with the T c value of 57°C obtained from the tan ␦ plot for the ϭ 0.1 sample ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒. The magnitude of the gel modulus GЈ, measured at a constant temperature above T c , increases with the particle concentration in the dispersion.
At much lower concentrations ( ϳ 10 Ϫ3 ), we resorted to DLS to probe changes in the dispersion structure. Analysis of the data were kept at its simplest. The data are reported in terms of an average hydrodynamic diameter d app of spherical particles ͑as-suming that any flocs formed are also spherical͒ as a function of temperature for the L12 and L24 samples ͑Fig. 6͒. Consistent with the rheological experiments, DLS reveals a sharp rise in the scattered intensity around T c for both systems, which translates into an increase in the apparent particle diameter as shown by the plots. This confirms the formation of particulate flocs for T Ͼ T c .
FIG. 5.
Elastic modulus (GЈ) as a function of frequency ͑͒ for dispersions of the L24 latex at various particle volume fractions ͑͒. Data is shown at 55 and 60°C in each case ͑below and above the sol-gel transition temperature͒. Volume fraction of the dispersions are given by: circles ͑0.03͒, square ͑0.19͒, and triangles ͑0.27͒.
The rise in scattered intensity can also be detected visually in the case of dilute samples, which appear clear and colorless at ambient temperature. On heating to T c , the sample turns cloudy ͑cloud point͒, and further heating reveals visible flocs. The sample reverts to a clear and homogeneous state on cooling, indicating that the transition is reversible. Concentrated dispersions are opaque with a milky white appearance, and do not lend themselves to visual detection. However, a sample below T c flows readily on inverting a test tube, whereas above T c it flows very slowly or not at all, indicating its gel-like nature. The flowable state is regained on cooling, suggesting that the phenomenon under study has a thermodynamic origin.
Quantitative measurements of thermoreversibility were also undertaken using both rheology and light scattering. Figure 7͑a͒ shows d app for the L12 latex as temperature is increased from 25°C to the gelation temperature ͑viz. 50°C͒, and then reduced back to 25°C. The apparent particle diameter d app increases significantly on heating and then decreases to its original value upon cooling. Reversibility is also apparent in the rheological data, as shown for a representative L24 sample in Fig. 7͑b͒ . A sol-gel transition occurs on heating from 55 to 60°C and the sol state is regained on cooling back to 55°C. Experiments were also performed with the L6 latex particles, which have a low graft density of PEO chains. These particles form colloidal gels at room temperature and for volume fractions as low as ϭ 0.03 ͓Fig. 8͑a͔͒. Even at low volume fractions ( ϳ 10 Ϫ5 ), dynamic light scattering provides evidence for flocculation ͑data not shown͒ ͓Shay ͑1999͔͒. Thus, the L6 particles readily flocculate, whereas L12 and L24 particles can form stable, nonflocculated sols at low temperatures. Heating the L6 gels ( ϭ 0.1) causes the gel modulus GЈ to steadily increase ͓Fig. 8͑b͔͒, and GЈ at 60°C is an order-of-magnitude higher than at 25°C. Thus, the rheology of L6 samples is steadily enhanced on heating, but there are no abrupt changes as observed for the L12 and L24 systems.
Further microstructural information can be deduced by comparing the gel modulus GЈ at a constant temperature for the L6, L12, and L24 systems as a function of particle volume fraction ͑Fig. 9͒. The data were obtained at 60°C, which is above the sol-gel transition in all cases; thus, each system is in the ''gel'' regime where GЈ is independent FIG. 7. ͑a͒ Average apparent particle diameter (d app ), as measured by DLS, of a dilute dispersion ( ϳ 10 Ϫ3 ) of the L12 latex as temperature is increased from 25 to 50°C, and then reduced back to 25°C. ͑b͒ Elastic modulus (GЈ) vs frequency ͑͒ for the L24 system ( ϭ 0.1) showing the sol-gel transition between 55 and 60°C as temperature is increased, and then a gel-sol transition in the same temperature range as temperature is decreased. of frequency. In each case, GЈ shows a power-law behavior (GЈ ϰ n ), with the GЈ value at a fixed decreasing in the order L6 Ͼ L12 Ͼ L24. The power-law index n is ϳ 3.5 for all three systems, suggesting that the gel microstructure is independent of graft density ͑Khan and Zoeller, 1993͒. Note that 3.5 is the predicted exponent for diffusionlimited cluster-cluster aggregation ͓Buscall et al. ͑1988͔͒. It should, however, be pointed out that detailed analysis of the fractal nature of the gel moduli and mechanism of gel formation at different temperatures is not within the scope of this work.
IV. DISCUSSION
To interpret the data, we first recognize that the sol-gel transition in our system occurs under better-than-conditions. In fact, water is not a solvent for PEO of molecularweight 2000 over the temperature range studied ͓Napper ͑1970͒; Saeki et al. ͑1976͔͒. The phase diagram for PEO ͑2000͒ in water ͑LCST͒ does show a closed-loop miscibility gap, but the lower consolute solution temperature ͑ Ϸ the temperature͒ occurs only at FIG. 8. ͑a͒ Elastic modulus (GЈ) as a function of frequency ͑͒ for dispersions of the L6 latex ͑low graft density͒ at T ϭ 25°C. Data are shown for various particle volume fractions ranging from ϭ 0.03 to 0.20. ͑b͒ Elastic modulus (GЈ) vs frequency ͑͒ at various temperatures for a dispersion of the L6 latex ͑low graft density͒. The particle volume fraction ϭ 0.1.
176°C ͓Saeki et al. ͑1976͔͒. The sol-gel transition in our systems, on the other hand, is complete by about 60°C-i.e., more than 100°C removed from conditions. The flocculation observed in our system is thus not the incipient flocculation observed at the point in sterically stabilized dispersions ͓Napper ͑1977͔͒. In the latter case, flocculation is dictated by the osmotic free energy V osm upon mixing of polymeric chains from two adjacent particles, which varies as V osm ϳ (1/2Ϫ), where is the FloryHuggins parameter for the polymer-solvent pair. Past the point, exceeds 1/2; thus, V osm changes sign from repulsive to attractive, and the particles flocculate. Flocculation at the point has been demonstrated previously for PEO-stabilized dispersions. For example, dispersions of PEO-stabilized particles in 0.39 M MgSO 4 flocculate exactly at their temperature, provided the PEO molecular weight is sufficiently high ͑at least 6000͒ ͓Napper ͑1970͔͒.
When the molecular weight of the stabilizing moieties is low, however, flocculation can occur under better-than-conditions ͓Garvey ͑1977͒; Cowell and Vincent ͑1982͒; Liang et al. ͑1993͔͒. For example, PS particles with grafted PEO ͑2000͒ flocculated in 0.3 M Na 2 SO 4 on heating to ϳ 35°C, and at even lower temperatures in more concentrated salt solutions ͓Liang et al. ͑1993͔͒. No comparisons with conditions were made by the authors, but these systems clearly flocculate under better-than-conditions ͑e.g., ϭ 67°C for PEO in 0.3 M Na 2 SO 4 ͓Boucher and Hines ͑1976͔͒͒. Note that in these studies, a divalent electrolyte was used, which worsens the solvent quality of water for PEO chains, and so the temperatures are relatively low. Our dispersions, on the other hand, are electrolyte-free and hence have higher temperatures.
The question then is what causes flocculation in our systems at temperatures far removed from conditions? Evidently, the underlying cause is the deteriorating solvent quality of water for PEO ͑2000͒ chains with increasing temperature. This deterioration occurs progressively as thermal motion breaks down the hydrogen bonds between PEO and water ͑thus, the ethylene oxide units become increasingly hydrophobic͒ ͓Kjellander and Florin ͑1981͔͒. Indeed, measurements of water activities in aqueous, electrolyte-free PEO solutions show that temperature significantly affects water activity even for short polymer chains and low temperatures ͑30-60°C͒ ͓Eliassi et al. ͑1999͔͒.
FIG. 9.
Elastic modulus (GЈ) as a function of particle volume fraction ͑͒ for dispersions of the L6, L12, and L24 latices, which differ only in their PEO graft densities. The data were taken at 60°C ͑in the flocculated regime of all three dispersions͒ where GЈ is independent of frequency.
Another way to demonstrate the importance of solvent quality in directing flocculation is to replace water by other solvents, an intriguing possibility being a PEO melt. In the latter case, the grafted PEO ͑2000͒ chains on the particles will be in a medium consisting of chemically identical moieties, and the enthalpic interaction between polymer and solvent will hence be nearly zero ͓Smitham and Napper ͑1976͔͒. To examine this scenario, we prepared dispersions of L12 and L24 particles in a PEO melt ͑of molecular weight ϳ 400͒. Dispersions over a range of particle concentrations were studied as a function of temperature. Rheology showed that the dispersions were stable sols over the entire temperature range. Figure 10 is a typical plot from dynamic rheology for L12 particles at ϭ 0.1 in PEO ͑400͒, and it reveals a liquid-like response (GЈ ϳ 2 ) at all temperatures. Thus, there are no microstructural changes with temperature in PEO ͑400͒, in contrast to the sol-gel transitions in water.
The temperature-dependent interaction between PEO and water is thus the crucial factor dictating flocculation. We now attempt to understand these phenomena in terms of the pair potential between the colloidal particles. The reversible nature of the sol-gel transition points to a weak attractive minimum in the potential ͑e.g., a secondary minimum͒. Such secondary minima can indeed arise in sterically stabilized systems if the stabilizing moieties are of low molecular weight ͓Garvey ͑1977͔͒.
The situation is sketched schematically in Fig. 11 . Assuming that the electric doublelayer repulsion can be neglected, there are two contributions to the total interparticle potential V total (h): from the attractive van der Waals interaction between the core particles (V vdW ) and from the steric interaction between the grafted chains (V steric ). In turn, V steric can be broken down into osmotic (V osm ) and elastic (V elastic ) contributions, among which the latter is always repulsive, while the former is repulsive only in a good solvent for the chains ͑i.e., Ͻ 1/2͒. Note that the steric interaction sets in only at a distance of separation closer than 2␦, where ␦ is the thickness of the layer of grafted chains. For short ͑i.e., low molecular-weight͒ grafted chains, ␦ will be small and the particles will have to approach to a very short distance for the steric repulsion to become effective. A secondary minimum of magnitude V min can then arise. Longer ͑i.e., higher molecular-weight͒ chains give a larger ␦ and thereby a smaller V min . For sufficiently long chains, there will be no secondary minimum and the potential will be solely repulsive.
The molecular weight of our PEO stabilizers being only 2000, it is conceivable that a secondary minimum could develop in the colloidal pair potential between our particles. Flocculation into such a shallow potential well will be reversible, with the lifetime of a particle-particle encounter depending on the depth of V min . Appreciable flocculation will be detected only when this timescale is long enough or particle collisions to be sustained. A V min that is small at low temperatures and becomes significant on heating to ϳ T c could thus explain the observed sol-gel transition in our systems. We must then correlate the increase in well depth V min with the deterioration in PEO solvency on heating. There are three factors which may play a role in this regard ͓Garvey ͑1977͒; Russel et al. ͑1989͔͒: ͑a͒ Magnitude of the steric repulsion: As solvency is decreased, increases and hence the magnitude of the osmotic contribution to V steric decreases. Since V steric is the repulsive part of V total , a decrease in the repulsions means a deeper attractive well V min .
͑b͒ Range of the steric repulsion: The thickness of the stabilizing layer ␦ can decrease with decreasing solvency. The grafted chains will prefer to be in an extended conformation in a good solvent, but will shrink towards the particle surface as solvency decreases. As is clear from Fig. 11 , a smaller ␦ implies a larger V min .
͑c͒ Bridging interactions: A bridging attraction between PEO chains on adjacent particles may develop on decreasing the solvency and make an additional contribution to the magnitude of V min .
We can thus see how for the case of low molecular-weight stabilizers, V min can be significant even when the system is far from conditions. Flocculation will be appreciable only beyond a critical well depth V min crit , corresponding to a sufficiently long time-scale for sustaining particle-particle encounters. This critical depth is evidently reached at the sol-gel transition temperature T c . Under these conditions, the particles attract and so flocculation ͑gelation͒ occurs. At temperatures higher than T c , the attractive well is expected to deepen, implying even stronger interparticle attractions. Correspondingly, the gel modulus GЈ, which is roughly proportional to the second derivative of the potential versus distance curve, should increase ͓Russel et al. ͑1989͒; Raghavan et al. ͑2000͔͒. Indeed, this is what we observe ͑Fig. 2͒. ͑If the system is further heated to the point, the V osm contribution to V steric will become attractive, implying a much deeper V min and possibly leading to irreversible coagulation.͒ Among the three contributions to V min listed above, the bridging interaction is the least understood, but it is potentially significant. The calculations of Bjorling ͑1992͒ show that bridging attractions can set in between surfaces with grafted PEO chains of low molecular weights such as those here. Bridging is expected to be enhanced when the interaction between PEO and water becomes weak. In that case, the hydrophobic particle surface may develop a higher affinity for the polymer chains than for the water molecules. Bridging occurs when this increased affinity of the particle surface is accommodated by chains from neighboring particles. In other words, bridging corresponds to water disliking both the hydrophobic surfaces as well as the chains, and forcing the chains onto the surfaces. The surface coverage of grafted PEO chains is an important factor in this regard-bridging is significant at low coverages, whereas at high coverages a negligible number of bridges are formed ͓Bjorling ͑1992͔͒.
Based on the foregoing arguments, we can also discuss the effect of varying the PEO graft density in our system. We had found that decreasing the graft density lowered the sol-gel transition temperature T c ͑Fig. 3͒, and at very low PEO coverages, gels were formed at all temperatures ͑Fig. 8͒. The results imply that at an equivalent temperature, the attractive well depth V min is an inverse function of the graft density-i.e., the lower the graft density, the higher the V min . Such an effect can be rationalized in several different ways. First, lowering the graft density may imply a lower osmotic repulsion, since the volume fraction of polymer chains in the surface layer factors into the magnitude of V osm ͓Napper ͑1977͔͒. A second issue could be the conformation of the PEO chains at low and high coverages ͓Cosgrove et al. ͑1987͔͒. At low coverage, the chains would be in rather flat configurations in order to expel as much water as possible from the hydrophobic surface. Alternately, at high coverage, the chains would tend to adopt a more extended conformation normal to the surface as they are restricted in lateral extension parallel to the surface. This would serve to increase the layer thickness ␦, and thus reduce V min ͑Fig. 11͒. Lastly, the tendency for bridging is expected to be greater at low coverages ͓Bjorling ͑1992͔͒, which would again serve to increase V min .
Our results are thus qualitatively consistent with the nature of the interparticle colloidal forces. Clearly, the low molecular weight of our stabilizing chains is implicated as the underlying reason for the flocculation under better-than-conditions. This interpretation is consistent with previous studies where the particles in dispersion bear short grafted chains ͓e.g., Cowell and Vincent ͑1982͒; Bergstrom and Sjostrom ͑1999͔͒. The reversible flocculation into a shallow potential well ͑secondary minimum͒ may thus be viewed as a generic characteristic in such sterically stabilized systems, just as with the analogous flocculation seen in electrostatically stabilized systems.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Aqueous dispersions of PS particles with grafted low molecular-weight PEO chains show a reversible sol-gel transition with increasing temperature. The transition tempera-ture T c increases as the graft density of PEO chains increases. This phenomenon occurs under better-than-conditions, and can be attributed to a weak attractive minimum in the potential energy of particle interaction. Such a potential minimum V min is expected to develop when the stabilizing chains are of low molecular weight. Increasing the temperature worsens the solvent quality of water for PEO, thus increasing the depth of V min . A key factor in this regard may be the bridging attraction, i.e., the tendency for PEOcovered particles to form interparticle bridges under conditions of reduced solvency. Ultimately, at T c , the attractive potential becomes strong enough to sustain interparticle collisions, thus causing macroscopic gelation. Changing the continuous medium from water to a PEO melt eliminates this effect, thus implicating the temperature dependence of the PEO-water interaction as an essential requirement.
